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Schema Assessment

Six major goals: 

• Identification of dysfunctional life patterns


• Identification of the triggers of EMS


• Understanding the origins of schemas in childhood and 
adolescence


• Identification of coping styles and responses


• Assessment of temperament


• Putting it all together: the case conceptualisation



Schema Assessment

Assessment begins with assessing the suitability of the patient 
for schema therapy:


• The patient is in major crisis in some life area.


• The patient is psychotic.


• The patient has accurate, relatively severe, untreated Axis I 
disorder requiring immediate retention.


• The patient is currently abusing alcohol or drugs.


• The patient’s problem is situational rather than a life pattern.



Schema Assessment

Assessing the Presenting Problems and Therapy Goals 

Therapist should be as specific as possible:


"The patient is having trouble choosing a career.” 

“The patient negates potential career options and 
procrastinate looking for a job.” 



Schema Assessment

Assessing the Presenting Problems and Therapy Goals 

“I’ve been married to James for 7 years. I married at age 38.We 
have no children. My husband and I both work. I manage an art 
gallery, he owns a construction company. We have two frenetic 
careers, two ‘you can never do it quite right enough’ 
personalities and busy careers.


“I feel like when I was first married, I could bounce back from 
fights. He is, I think, verbally and emotionally abusive. I was 
going to make it right. Now I feel like I have no time and no 
patience, but I love him and want to save the marriage.”



Schema Assessment

Focused Life History 

Therapist tries to determine whether patient’s problems are 
situational or they reflect a life pattern. 


A 64-year-old man enters therapy following the death of his 
wife.


“He is deeply depressed and has not responded to 
pharmacological nor psychological treatment. Does his 
depression represent the workings of a schema, or is it merely 
the consequence of his grief? His depression could flow from 
either source.”



Schema Assessment

Focused Life History 

• Therapist begins with the current problem,


• Move back through time,


• Track the problem as far as possible.


• Therapist looks for periods of activation of schemas. 
(Relationship histories, school, work difficulties etc.)


• Periods of strong affect provide clues to schemas.



Schema Assessment

Focused Life History 

- What was your previous relationship like prior to James? 

- It’s almost like a mirror image of the one with James. Both 
men were alcoholics. I was verbally abused in both. Where 
James abandons me emotionally, Chris abandoned me 
physically—he stayed out at night. Both men were generous 
with money and said they loved me a lot.
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Focused Life History 

- What was your previous relationship like prior to James? 

- It’s almost like a mirror image of the one with James. Both 
men were alcoholics. I was verbally abused in both. Where 
James abandons me emotionally, Chris abandoned me 
physically—he stayed out at night. Both men were generous 
with money and said they loved me a lot.


Disconnection - Abandonment - Abuse
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Focused Life History 

— What were you like with someone who was nice to you? What 
about the nice guys? There must have been some who treated you 
well.

— They didn’t last long. I ended it. They were just awful.

— Were they too nice?

— One guy was very nice; he was solicitous and would give me 
presents.

— Was he critical?

— No, he dripped all over my words. We had real conversations.

— What was wrong with that relationship?

— He was European and was too “old world.”
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Assessing Coping Style 

Overcompensation, Avoidance, Surrender


(Fight, Flight, Freeze) 


EMS presents a threat, threat for frustration of core 
emotions needs (attachment, autonomy, free self 
expression, limits).


Using coping styles in the adulthood leads to schema 
perpetuation.



Schema Assessment

Schema Overcompensation


Fighting the schema by thinking, behaving, feeling in the 
opposite way.


Feeling worthless in childhood, trying to be perfect in 
adulthood.


Being subjugated in children, defy everyone in adulthood.


If abused, abusing others.



Schema Assessment

Schema Avoidance


Try to arrange the life in a way to not to activate the schemas.


Blocking, ignoring thoughts about schema.


Drinking excessively, taking drugs, being workaholic, 
overeating.


When interacting with others, they are perfectly normal.


In therapy forget to do homework, refrain from expressing 
affect, terminate prematurely.



Schema Assessment

Schema Surrender


Accepting that schema is true. Acting in the ways confirming 
schema.


Choosing partners like offending parents.


Relating with others in passive, compliant way.


In therapy they are child, therapist is offending parent.
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Assessing Emotional Temperament 

• What do your family members say you were like as a child?


• Are you generally high energy or a low energy person


• What is your general outlook on life?


• How do you usually fell when you are alone?


• How often do you lose your temper?


• Do you worry a lot?
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Imagery Assessment


Four main goals:


• Identify and trigger the patient’s schemas.


• To understand the childhood origins of the schemas.


• To link schemas to presenting problems.


• To help the patient experience emotions associated with 
the schemas.
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1. Close your eyes. Picture yourself in a safe place. Use pictures, not words or thoughts. Let the image 
come on its own. Notice the details. Tell me what you are picturing. What do you feel? Is there 
someone with you, or are you alone? Enjoy the relaxing, secure feeling in your safe place.

2. Keep your eyes closed and wipe out that image. Now picture yourself as a child with one of your 
parents in an upsetting situation. What do you see? Where are you? Notice the details. How old are 
you? What’s happening in the image?

3. What do you feel? What are you thinking? What does your parent feel? What is your parent 
thinking?

4. Carry on a dialogue between you and your parent. What do you say? What does your parent say?

5. Consider how you would like your parent to change or be different in the image, even if it seems 
impossible. For example, do you wish your parent would give you more freedom? More affection? 
More understanding? More acknowledgment? Less criticism? Be a better role model? Now tell your 
parent in the image how you would like him or her to change, in the words of a child.

6. How does your parent react? What happens next in the image? Keep the image going until the 
scene ends. How do you feel at the end of the scene?

7. Keep your eyes closed. Now intensify the feeling you have in this image as a child. Make the 
emotion stronger. Now, keeping the emotion in your body, wipe out the image of yourself as a child 
and picture an image of a situation in your current life in which you have the same or a similar feeling. 
Don’t try to force it; let it come on its own. What’s happening in the image? What are you thinking? 
What are you feeling? Say it out loud. If there is someone else in the image, tell that person how you 
would like him or her to change. How does the person react?

8. Wipe out the image and return to your safe place. Enjoy the relaxed feeling. Open your eyes.
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